Access to finance problems for small retail businesses in South Africa: comparative views from finance seekers (retailers) and finance providers (banks)

Abstract
Small retail businesses are essential for the growth of the South African economy. Though many of these business entities need more assets to seize business opportunities, previous research studies suggest that their overall access to finance through banks and other finance providers seems to be limited. In general, small retail businesses are usually managed by entrepreneurs who lack financial knowledge, but banks, when deciding on credit applications, rely heavily on financial information, which is provided by these entrepreneurs. Notwithstanding the aforementioned, this study aimed to explore barriers that limit access to finance for South African small retailers, from the perspectives of finance providers (banking institutions) and finance seekers (small retailers). Additionally, measures were highlighted to show how those hurdles could be overcome. Qualitative research was conducted, whereby data were collected via semi-structured interviews with management personnel at banks and other financial institutions, as well as independent experts and small retail business owners and managers. The findings show that many financing opportunities are available to small retail businesses, but access to these opportunities is limited mainly owing to, inter alia, strict bank regulations and factors that are inherent to small retail business owners.
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Introduction
Not unusual for the African continent, South Africa’s Wholesale and Retail (W&R) sector is a significant component of the country’s economy and a major employer, which provides jobs for an estimated 20% (3.1 million citizens) of the national workforce (Ndungu and Theron, 2008; Steyn, 2013; W&RSETA, 2014; Statistics South Africa, 2015). Moreover, the W&R sector contributes approximately a third to the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Sibindi and Aren, 2015; Dennis and Piatti, 2015), while being responsible for 12.5% of the annual GDP growth (W&RSETA, 2014). It is estimated that 75 000 retail businesses are formally registered with the W&R Sector Training Authority (W&RSETA, n.d.), while more than 100 000 informal (unregistered) retailer businesses are believed to operate accounting for ±10% of turnover in the W&R sector (W&RSETA, 2013). Notwithstanding the aforementioned, about 96% of W&RSETA registered retail businesses are classified as small- and micro sized enterprises (employing between 0 and 50 full time employees), while 3% are classified as medium sized enterprises (employing between 51 and 200 full time employees) and only 1% as large enterprises (employing over 200 full time employees) (W&RSETA, 2014). Hence, these figures imply that 99% of the W&R sector’s registered retail businesses can be considered to be small, medium or micro sized enterprises (SMEs) (South Africa, 1996).

Considering the importance of SMEs for South Africa’s economy not only in the retail sector, but also beyond, it is interesting to note that these businesses are believed to have one of the worst sustainability rates in the world (Fatoki, 2014). This view is supported by the phenomenon that during the early 2010s, approximately 63% of South African SMEs closed their doors after being in operation for merely two years (Cant and Wiid, 2013). Two economic factors, which regularly make their appearance as probable reasons to justify the weak sustainability of South African SMEs, among other economic factors, are: 1) limited funds; and 2) limited access to financing opportunities (Iwu et al., 2015). From a managerial viewpoint, the latter factor seems particularly interesting, because without a broader access to finance opportunities, available funds cannot be exploited. This view is supported by theories, which purport that SME management lacks the knowledge to identify available sources of external funding, and/or SMEs have trouble satisfying the loan requirements of banks in order to secure external funding (Chimucheka and Mandipaka, 2015). There is also evidence from practice that supports this notion; according to a recent survey, which
was conducted among 1,423 entrepreneurs, 85% were found to be self-funded, while 9% received funding from friends and family and only 2% funded their businesses with the use of bank loans. The remaining 4% were funded through the help of governmental institutions or angel investors (Seed Academy, 2016).

This paper discusses the barrier of limited access to finance, which South African small retail businesses experience, whilst considering the different perspectives of banks and other finance providers, and finance seekers. The relevant discussion is organized as follows: Section 1 reviews the literature; section 2 discusses the methodology; section 3 describes the findings, which are discussed in section 4; section 5 offers suggestions for future actions; and the final section discusses the study’s limitations and provides some concluding remarks.

1. Literature review

Access to finance is considered to be a challenge for many start-up businesses (Seed Academy, 2016), including established SMEs (Lekhanya and Mason, 2014; Jere et al., 2015). The latter is disconcerting (as mentioned above), since it is highly probable that limited access to financing opportunities may have a direct influence on the sustainability of South African SMEs. Quintessentially, the barrier of “limited access to financing opportunities” was identified in the early 1990s for the first time (Weijland, 1992; Hailey, 1992) as an impeding factor on SME sustainability. Since then, this barrier has been highlighted regularly in research studies (see Table 1).

Table 1. Literature review on finance accessibility for SA SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kauffmann (2005)</td>
<td>Access to financing opportunities is poor for SA SMEs because of the high risk of default. This results in the limited expansion of these business entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimm and Richter (2008)</td>
<td>Although there is an abundance of financing opportunities for SA SMEs, wide interest rate spreads and high costs of credit disqualify many from obtaining external funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck et al. (2009)</td>
<td>SASMEs have limited access to financing opportunities, as most of Africa’s financial systems are characterized by shallowness, high costs, and high interest rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chibanda et al. (2009)</td>
<td>There are low levels of equity and debt capital, while reliance on government funding is problematic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orobia et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Taking into account that SASMEs’ daily volume of transactions varies, their net income (in most cases) cannot be guaranteed to repay debt (external financing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lekhanya and Mason (2014)</td>
<td>There are financing opportunities available to SASMEs; however, these entities do not “cash in” on these opportunities owing to red tape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nkonki-Mandleni and Anim (2014)</td>
<td>The biggest support, which cooperatives and/or small businesses require in all SA provinces is financing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept of Trade &amp; Industry (2015)</td>
<td>The lack of finance is one of government’s greatest challenges for co-operatives and/or small businesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jere et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Financing opportunities are available for SASMEs; however, access is granted to those business entities that can guarantee returns on investments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanyane and Ilorah (2015)</td>
<td>The lack of financial support is a limiting factor, which adversely impacts the sustainability of cooperatives and/or small businesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although many studies have reported on the limited access to financing opportunities as a major barrier for South African SMEs, it is apparent that these publications (Table 1) are not clear as to what this barrier actually entails – the barrier of “limited access to financing opportunities” can be widely interpreted. To place this in perspective, the access to finance problem is briefly discussed in terms of two theories, as outlined below.

- **Finance gap theory**: It is probable that there is a limited access to financing opportunities, as SMEs often find external funding opportunities more costly and less available and/or accessible (Vos and Forlong, 1996). This can be as a result of, inter alia, high finance costs, agency costs, and complex red-tape (Scherr et al., 1993; Timm, 2011).
- **Resource dependence theory**: It is probable that there is a limited access to financing opportunities, as SMEs have limited relationships with external parties in order to secure financing (Connelly et al., 2011). As a result, they are predominantly dependent on internal stakeholders to provide monetary resources so that they can remain in operation (Davis and Cobb, 2010).

Though there might be other (more detailed) reasons why South African SMEs have limited access to financing opportunities, like their own financial abilities or their personal attitudes, both theories shown above are quite feasible. This notion is supported by previous research (Timm, 2011; Raap and Mason, 2014; Department of Trade and Industry, 2015; Meyer, 2015), which shows that there are ample financing opportunities available for South African SMEs, both from the South African government and from South African commercial banks (PMG, 2012). Despite the availability of these funding opportunities, they are subject to complex red-tape, which should be adhered to before finance can be granted (Cassidy, 2016; Timm, 2016).

Stemming from the above, there are at least three good reasons to examine the barrier of limited access to financing opportunities from a retail perspective. First, though the inference can be made that South African SMEs’ sustainability may be adversely influenced by limited funds, which, in turn, is spurred on by a limited access to financing opportunities, it is not clear what constitutes this barrier; whether it is based on real phenomena or merely on personal perceptions. Second, too little is known about the potentially differing perceptions of finance providers and finance seekers in respect of finance accessibility. So far, these different perspectives have never been discussed in a single study. Third, there has not been a study that analyzes finance accessibility with a predominant focus on the W&R sector.
Therefore, within the ambit of this research study, the following research question was investigated: What does the barrier of limited access to financing opportunities entail from the perspectives of finance providers and finance seekers in the context of South African small retail businesses?

2. Research method and design

2.1. Study design. Since the objective of this research study was to gain insights into the identified research problem, and to discover basic social processes in the collected data, it was exploratory in nature. A qualitative research approach was followed, which entailed acquiring detailed and rich data (Kauppinen-Räisänen and Grönnroos, 2015) through the use of personal interviews. This research method is deemed as being appropriate to explore phenomena in depth, and to obtain frank insights (Rowley, 2012).

Fundamentally, the research methodology was strongly influenced by grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) in terms of a simultaneous collection and analysis of (qualitative) data, and a creation of analytic codes and categories, which were inspired by pre-existing conceptualizations, but were finally developed from the data (Charmaz, 2006). A multi-perspective approach to assess the accessibility of financing opportunities for small retail businesses was adopted by interviewing managers from banks and other financial institutions, independent financial advisors and industry representatives (referred to as finance providers), as well as small business owners and management (referred to as finance seekers) in the W&R sector. This approach provided assurance in terms of sufficient coverage (broad) in relation to the research topic.

2.2. Data collection and sampling. A mixture of non-probability sampling techniques was used to obtain data. Convenience and snowball sampling were mainly used in conjunction with one another, though an element of judgmental sampling was also incorporated. This was especially done to ensure that participants came from a range of different business entities, and had different positions and personal backgrounds (Marshall, 1996). Regarding finance providers, a total of 16 respondents were interviewed. The sample included seven bank managers from five different banks, three financial managers from two different financial institutions, two managers who were based in a governmental agency, two independent financial advisors and two retailing experts. Most interviewees were identified via the Internet and approached via e-mail. Most of the participating interviewees were identified by “walk-ins”. All of the participants received a copy of the letter of recommendation and the project specifications. All the interviewees were interviewed personally; ten by one researcher, three by a second researcher, and seven by a team of the first researcher and a third one.

During the interviews, a semi-structured interview guide, which contained open-ended questions, was used, which was developed from the literature. The interview guidelines were further developed and adjusted, as more insights evolved during the data collection phase. All the data were consolidated and later analyzed. The finance provider interviewees were requested to answer all questions with reference to a typical ‘very small’ to ‘small’ retailer, which employs between 5 and 50 persons. The finance seeker interviewees were asked to describe their own experiences and opinions. All of the interviews were recorded and subsequently transcribed. All of the interviews took place between May and June 2016. The average interview lasted for approximately 30 minutes with the finance providers, with a spread of between 20 and 49 minutes. For the potential finance seekers, interviews lasted about 18 minutes, with only three lasting for less than 10 minutes and the longest lasting for 31 minutes.

2.3. Data analysis. The transcriptions of interviews were uploaded to a PC and were analyzed by using the software atlas.ti (version 7.5.11). Data analyses, then, encompassed various phases (Kauppinen-Räisänen and Grönnroos, 2015): firstly, about a quarter of the interviews were analyzed individually, and coded according to a pre-developed coding scheme.
which was continuously adapted and improved, as more interviews were analyzed. Secondly, findings relative to the themes across the already analyzed interviews were compared, which helped to achieve a better understanding of the different perspectives. Thirdly, the remaining interviews were analyzed, whilst the codes were continuously improved; and, finally, the analysis was brought together to a conclusive summary in the fourth and final step.

3. Findings

This section presents the findings and a discussion of these in relation to the study. Whenever a direct quote from one of the interviews is stated, it is indented and displayed using an italic font. To differentiate the words of the finance providers and experts from those of the SME retail business owners and/or managers, the former were marked with an “F” and the latter with an “R”.

3.1. Barriers to growth. Obviously, a retailer should know the basics of how to manage a business, if the business is to grow. These basics include, inter alia, financial knowledge, competences in marketing and brand building, the ability to build a positive relationship with suppliers and compliance with legal requirements. The interviewees identified several of these basics as general hurdles to growth and, hence, did not show much confidence in small retailers’ individual competences and abilities.

“I think one of the biggest obstacles is definitely that they have no clue about their numbers” (F).

“My opinion is that the finance administration and marketing would be the biggest hurdles that a SME or a small business or a retailer would have to overcome” (F).

According to the interviewees, apart from the general barriers to growth, there are different, more specific obstacles that hinder the growth of small retailers in SA. Not surprisingly, one of them is the current economic situation, which is characterized by high interest rates, a weak rand and consumers who are reluctant to buy. In a highly competitive environment, with large investments in inventory, traditionally small retail margins, but high rents and a high demand for attractive retail outlets, it becomes increasingly difficult for small retailers to survive. The unstable political situation in 2015 and 2016 did not help to build (business) confidence. Additionally, some of the finance providers also saw theft, fraud and general ethics as factors that hinder SA retailers’ growth. Deficiencies in infrastructure and public transportation, as well as the lack of reliable and fast access to mobile communications and to the Internet, were also among factors that were considered to prevent small retailers’ growth.

Connected to the disappointing growth rates of small retailers could also be the attitude of some of the business owners, as described below:

“Okay, my business can become big. No, no, let’s just keep it small. It’s too stressful” (F).

More closely related to the actual topic of this research are the interviewees’ opinions that access to finance can also be a major growth obstacle for small retailers.

“I think with, in the last couple of years specifically, it’s been very difficult to get finance for small businesses in South Africa” (R).

3.2. Small retailer’s financial knowledge. It is obvious that small business owners are not fully aware of all the financial instruments that might be available to them. The interviewed finance managers perceived that banks are still seen to be the most powerful providers of finance; alternative funding opportunities, by way of private companies outside of the banking sector and governmental support agencies, are less known to small retailers. The retailers tend to agree that their degree of information is insufficient.

“No, it’s the financial instruments that are available that a lot of small businesses don’t understand and don’t know how to actually utilize and that’s where we go to the market and we educate them” (F).

“The knowledge of what’s available (is a big problem). Like I said, I don’t actually know what else is available. My dad likes (name of bank), so you go to (name of bank)” (R).

A lack of knowledge of available finance is one thing and maybe considered as being of lesser importance, since transparency can never be 100%. More worrying though is that banking people – and even some of the retailers themselves – pointed out the poor financial knowledge of many business owners in the retail industry. One of the major deficiencies might be the widely accepted perception that a business owner should not show his/her true earnings in his financial statements.

“Every SME guy heard somewhere, somebody told him, or his friend around the braai that the best thing to do is you do not [unclear], you should not make money. Your financials must always be in the negative. There must be losses. This is very wrong because from the funder’s side, how do you fund a business that’s making losses?” (F).

“We’re not recording everything the way we’re supposed to record it. We are not doing the right transactions where they’re supposed to be. So it’s such things that make us look like we don’t really qualify for funding” (R).
Another issue is the poor financial education of some business owners and entrepreneurs who started their retail business from scratch.

“I think one of the biggest obstacles is definitely that they have no clue about their numbers” (F).

3.3. General availability of financing opportunities. The interviewees see a big range of financial instruments that a small retailer could choose from theoretically. These instruments include banking products such as a transactional account with an overdraft possibility, term loans, secured or unsecured, for a business or private person, surety bonds, which often are registered over a person’s immovable property, and other insurance, saving and investment products. These instruments could be used to finance trading (buying goods), vehicles and assets, and to provide working capital. For retailers that trade internationally, banks also provide letters of credit or forward exchange cover. Other finance instruments, which are usually not provided by banks, but by other financial institutions, include factoring and invoice discounting, as well as loans that are not interest bearing, but are based on turnover or on a base that the entrepreneur controls better.

For small retailers, an additional, important source of finance is the supplier. In addition, a small retailer could have access to venture capital, which is provided by corporate shareholders or private business angel investors, to governmental funding or to sources of informal lending. There is of course always a possibility that friends and/or family could also be a source of finance.

The broad spectrum of financial instruments would not help a small retailer if, from a general viewpoint, there was not enough finance available for them. Interestingly, there does not seem to be a shortage on the side of finance offers: there appears to be plenty of finance opportunities, which are available for small retailers, especially if they have been in business for some time and were able to establish an operational track record.

“We’ve got a good relationship, fortunately, with the bank in terms of getting finance. But also, having said that, if you’re in the market for over 20 years and you’ve got a stable record, then, the banks will easily accommodate you” (R).

“There’s plenty of money. There’s plenty of funding available but how do you get it there?” (F).

Some of the interviewees pointed out that a shortage of money does not seem to be the problem, but rather the small retailer’s ability to access the available finance at reasonable costs, especially when a small retailer is new in the business. This also implies that there is a shortage of available finance at reasonable costs if one cannot meet the criteria that financial institutions require.

“For established retailers, they do have access to finance but finance is not cheap” (F).

“Can’t think of their names, but on a daily basis, I’m being offered loans probably at a 25% repayment” (R).

3.4. Small retailer’s ability to access available finance. Overall, access to available finance, generally, seems to be a real problem for small retailers.

“I think with, in the last couple of years specifically, it’s been very difficult to get finance for small businesses in South Africa” (R).

“They (the banks) make it very difficult for you. (...) Banks don’t want to borrow money to people” (R).

It would appear that mostly new businesses seem to struggle to access finance. There was a common understanding among interviewees that this referred to retailers that had recently entered the market, or that had not been in business for a longer period of time, since retailers that failed to provide a proven track record faced the biggest hurdles to access available finance. The business should be established at least more than one year to stand a fair chance to access finance, while some institutions and banks even insist on requesting two years.

“...access to funds, it is a problem. I’m not going to lie about that, for the first year” (F).

“So if you’re a complete new start up, you’re going to find it incredibly difficult” (F).

The legal requirements seem to be a smaller problem. Banks and other financial institutions are regulated by the National Credit Act (NCA) and other legislation such as the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, the Financial Intelligence Centre Act and Basel. These rules aim to make banking more transparent and demand that corresponding institutions act as responsible lenders. This implies that banks cannot provide credit to businesses that cannot afford to pay it back. Hence, a process of due diligence is conducted before they approve credit applications. This means that it is easier for businesses that have a track record to access finance.

“It’s more, normally the NCA, you know, the National Credit Act. You know, you need to prove affordability before you can, you need to be a responsible lender” (F).

“In terms of the NCA as well, you know, you need to prove affordability and you can only prove affordability if you’ve got a good track record” (F).
A more valid reason for retailers’ difficulties to access financial instruments such as loans can be seen in the requirements and standards, which are set by banks and other financial institutions. As a basic requirement, a business should be registered and have a bank account in order to access finance. Then, in addition to the usual business documents, which include financial statements, management accounts, tax clearance certificates and owners’ CVs, their personal credit records and a synopsis of the business, providers of finance will ask for proof of the owner’s expertise, a positive track record, a convincing business plan with a cash flow projection and underpinning securities. The latter makes it particularly difficult for small businesses to obtain access to finance and to grow, as the following statement suggests:

“Unless you can put surety down, you’re not going to get money, no chance” (R).

A lot of time is required to prepare all documents to apply for finance, and without the help of external advisors and accountants, the owner of a small retailer will hardly be able to comply with the requirements. This also means that to access finance, small retailers need finance to pay their advisors. Bank managers and retailers themselves seem to agree on this point, as the following response demonstrates:

“The requirements that are needed are way too complicated for a small retailer to attend to themselves and, therefore, require the input or the assistance by an expert, such as an accountant or a company that is specializing in drafting of business plans. (…) It could end up between R10 000 or even up to R20 000 of costs for the retailer before they even obtain the finance” (F).

Another problem seems to be that the requirements to obtain access to a loan are too standardized – everybody is treated the same, irrespective of their personal background. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, for certain people to obtain credit from a formal institution, as the following statements imply – the first response is from a bank’s perspective, while the second is from a retailer’s perspective:

“I’ll be the first one to say, look, banks are not doing enough to help, especially entrepreneurs from the townships” (F).

“I think they use certain standard requirements for each and every individual, whether you are a big or small business” (R).

Nevertheless, the finance experts also identified two reasons, which are typical of an owner of a small retail business and, which prevent them from meeting these requirements. Many seem to be reluctant to take risks, as they are not willing to provide securities even if they were in a position to do so. And many business owners do not appear to be on top of their financials, which makes them dependent on expensive external help when they apply for finance:

“A lot of them don’t have that (financials and the management accounts). A lot of them trade for about three, four years, you know and you ask it from them, they will take another half a year or maybe even more to get it (…)” (F).

“A lot of the guys will say, ‘I don’t want to. I don’t want to sign personal surety’ and, then, we can’t give them the funding” (F).

While the banks may perceive that small retailers are reluctant to take risks by not applying for financial aid, these businesses may interpret their decision or choice differently. This decision may be owing to the small business owner’s personality, his/her entrepreneurial spirit and, hence, strong desire to remain independent, and an aversion to general paperwork and administrative tasks that may accompany this money lending process. Two of the small business owners who did not want to apply for financial loans stated the following:

“Because I’m very independent and I don’t want the ties. (…) You probably have to put forward a business plan and a lot of paper work. No, because the less of that in my life the better; it’s already too much” (R).

“I just hate owing money” (R).

Considering the application process, respondents from the banks declared that it is simple, while results are received in a short space of time following the application.

“I think it is an opinion out there that it takes too long. But you will see that specifically for a retail transactional banking (…), where you can do online applications. You get an answer in five days” (F).

The retailers disagreed with this perspective, and criticized the length of time that banks take to inform applicants of the outcome of their credit applications:

“If I tell you, it took me 12 months, 12 months to finally get them to agree to loan me an amount of money that is laughable” (R).

The interviewees identified other reasons why small retailers do not apply for finance. Some of them – more likely those who have an informal background – might generally feel uncomfortable to approach banks, while others might not expect the banks to assist them and, therefore, do not want to invest time in something that they believe will not amount to anything.

“The biggest obstacle is maybe still that if I start a small, small business, I’m scared to go to the bank” (F).
“Banks are terrible places; we all know that, don’t we? Isn’t that the truth?” (R).

“Everybody is saying you can’t get a loan to start a business” (R).

3.5. The role and performance of governmental support agencies. Overall, the finance providers stressed the importance of governmental support agencies such as SEFA (Small Enterprise Financing Agency), SEDA (Small Enterprise Development Agency) and the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) in developing and promoting small businesses.

“I think they have a huge, important role to play and they do have the means to do it” (F).

However, those agencies do not seem to react as quickly as they should, and it is not always clear who would qualify to apply and what would be required when applying. Though there may have been improvements during recent years, there is plenty of criticism regarding their efficiency.

“The mind-set of an entrepreneur is seeing an opportunity, taking the risks and going with it. But it’s normally time-sensitive; be it weeks or be it a month or two. So if an application process takes six months to fulfil, often the opportunity has dissipated” (F).

“So, keep in mind South Africa has over 70 different programs available and I’m sure you’ve seen that each program has 20 pages of rules and regulations. To make a little bit more fun, one page of exemptions” (F).

White retail business owners also perceive that governmental support agencies use race as a criterion when allocating funding to applicants. One small retail business owner stated the following when probed for reasons why they would not apply for financial support at the SEFA or any other governmental support agencies:

“… the only thing that I can say from the heart, it’s either you’re too white or you’re too black or you’re too colored (…)” (R).

3.6. Proposals for improved access to finance. The finance providers and finance seekers provided several ideas of how to improve access to finance. A first group of recommendations concerns the application process, and the methods that banks use to prequalify a retail business. Some perceive that this process must be done more holistically, using innovative information systems, and should contain a strong view of the business owner’s personality and capabilities.

“How do we confirm your status in your community, are you trusted? Are you not trusted? Would that give us a better reading on your repay ability or propensity to repay it? How do you create partnerships versus pure funding models?” (F).

“I do think we need to create more of a digital environment because the costs of face-to-face business are too high. (…) I think we need to create a far different digital solution for small entities to access a trusted environment by revealing more of themselves” (F).

Other recommendations included sharing of risks in commonly managed funds, being more flexible around the conditions of loans, finding ways to better understand clients’ needs, and accompanying and mentoring small retailers more intensely during the period that is required to pay back loans.

Government should also look for new ways to support small retailers. The following quote gives examples of what the state could do, other than providing funds:

“So things must be more transparent and the government needs to give a support system, where you can actually go, where you can find out, where you can enquire, where you can be helped” (R).

There was also the view that small retail businesses should change their business strategies in order to make it easier for financial institutions to give them access to finance. One recommendation was to establish stronger bonds amongst retailers themselves in the form of partnerships or industry cooperatives.

“I think having some other, making sure that they have a buying power, put them together in groups that they buy together, would increase their margin and gives them easier possibility to grow” (F).

A last area of improvement concerned the marketing of available funding:

“From my point of view, I think, as financial institutions, we need to inform more. We need to advertise more about what is available. Let’s eliminate the level of discomfort” (F).

Some of the interviewees perceived the small retailers’ financial knowledge and ability as being a decisive hurdle, which challenges their growth. The finance and retail experts also perceive the need to train and educate small business owners around financial matters, as well as general business knowledge. The retail business owners concurred, as they also identified that they may need to improve on their financial education.

“I think number one is definitely trained people; offer them some sort of mentorship, especially so that they learn how to have their numbers in control” (F).
Quite a few of the experts stressed the importance of establishing a business angel network in SA. This seems imperative, especially when considering that new retail businesses, compared to established players, have limited opportunities to access finance because of their missing track record:

“And, so if, you have a good Angel Investor Network, there’s people that are willing to risk their capital and (...) in South Africa you don’t really have that Angel Network” (F).

Finally, there was the view that successful SA business leaders should be more involved in mentoring programs and governmental efforts that assist small retailers:

“If big business and big business leaders would mentor the smaller guy as a social responsibility or as a pay back to having, they’ve achieved whatever they’ve achieved, they could get into the government organisations and sort of speed up those processes and give them good advice” (F).

4. Discussion

The above results justify that the views of the finance providers, including experts and potential finance seekers that have a retail background, on the accessibility of financing opportunities for small retail businesses are similar in some respects, while they are different in others. They also confirmed the suggestions, which were proposed by the two finance theories in the literature review. They confirmed the difficulties that complex red-tape pose (e.g., bank and government application procedures), as suggested by the Finance Gap theory (Scherr et al., 1993; Timm, 2011), and the difficulties that the Resource Dependence theory pose, namely limited relationships with external parties (e.g. banks, suppliers) to secure finance (Connelly et al., 2011), which results in reliance on personal financing by friends and relations (Davis and Cobb, 2010).

Table 2 below outlines the research study’s respondents’ views in respect of the major arguments that the study presents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Finance providers (banks)</th>
<th>Finance seekers (small retailers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is finance a major growth obstacle?</td>
<td>Access to finance is a problem for start-ups. For established businesses, it is not a major growth obstacle.</td>
<td>Access to finance is one of the most important barriers to future growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there enough finance opportunities available?</td>
<td>There is plenty of finance from various sources available.</td>
<td>Knowledge about available finance opportunities is too limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does small retailers’ education hinder their access to finance opportunities?</td>
<td>The financial knowledge of small retail owners is generally very limited, which often leads to wrong decisions about how to run the business.</td>
<td>The smaller the business, the more limited the financial knowledge of the owner. Financial knowledge would be “nice to have”, but entrepreneurs can’t be finance experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are finance providers’ standards to access finance too high for finance seekers?</td>
<td>It is true that many standards have to be met, but this is because banks have to be responsible lenders.</td>
<td>Too many requirements limit the access to finance, especially for start-ups. Specifically the bank’s need for collateral limits access to finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the application process hinder finance seekers from accessing available finance opportunities?</td>
<td>The application process for bank loans is lean, and results can be provided quickly.</td>
<td>It is lengthy, admin intense and complicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What role do government agencies play in financing the growth of small retailers?</td>
<td>They definitely play an important role.</td>
<td>If managed properly, they could play an important role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do governmental agencies perform?</td>
<td>Many things have been done, but there is still room for improvement.</td>
<td>They act bureaucratic. Access to public funding depends too often on colour, gender and age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can the relationship between finance providers and seekers be described?</td>
<td>Small retailers are growth engines and therefore an important market. Financial institutions see themselves as partners of the retailers.</td>
<td>A good relationship with finance providers is essential, but it depends on the bank’s local relationship manager. Often, banks are not trusted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This summary of the findings and discussion shows that the ubiquitous “limited access to funding” problem, as experienced by small retail businesses, can be better understood as a function of the following barriers:

- The problem is mainly experienced by small and micro-enterprises, rather than by medium-sized enterprises.
- There are several financing opportunities, which are available for SME retail businesses, but a number of barriers prevent access to them.
- Small and micro retail business owners lack financial knowledge to successfully access available finance.
- The standards and requirements of finance providers are too complicated for small retail business owners who lack proper financial knowledge.
- Although finance providers believe that their application processes are simple, they are still perceived to be too complicated for those who have limited financial knowledge.
- Although government agencies are positive sources of financing for SME retail businesses, their application processes are perceived to be excessively bureaucratic, and not always transparent or fair.

To overcome these barriers, action should be taken by all stakeholders that are involved in the financing process.
5. Suggestions to overcome the barriers

Table 3 below presents means that can be used by the three major stakeholder groups, namely banks and financial institutions, small retailers and their associations and government to improve accessibility to finance, and, hence, overcome related barriers.

Table 3. Suggestions for stakeholders to overcome barriers to access to finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banks and financial institutions</th>
<th>Small retailers and their associations</th>
<th>Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Develop new approaches to pre-qualify retailers during the application process</td>
<td>• Improve education and financial knowledge</td>
<td>• Improve efficiency and speed up application process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make a more concerted effort to adapt to the needs of small retailers by developing tailored, innovative products</td>
<td>• Improve relations with suppliers</td>
<td>• Improve marketing of institutions and available funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Establish industry partnerships</td>
<td>• Find ways to support the training and education of small retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Support the establishment of mentoring programs and of a strong business angel network in SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide guarantees to finance providers that lend to small retailers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 above illustrates that each of the stakeholders has a responsibility to improve access to finance for small retail businesses. Banks and financial institutions should review their application procedures, especially with small retailers in mind, developing such new procedures in conjunction with retail associations. Similarly, government support agencies should review their application processes to make them more efficient and to promote their services more vigorously to the small retailers. Small retailers themselves should commit to improving their financial knowledge and understanding and make a concerted effort to build relationships with banks, suppliers and others in the industry, so that they are proactive in their search for finance. Finally, a truly successful approach to accessing finance for small retailers will involve considerable and on-going collaboration amongst all stakeholders. For example, banks and government support agencies should provide training and mentoring programs, which small retailers should commit to by attending them, participating in them and applying the skills that they learn there.

6. Limitations and recommendations

6.1. Limitations of study. Due to restrictions as a result of the available budget, this study has some limitations that should be considered. In addition to problems that most qualitative research experiences such as a lack of representivity or biased interpretation of the researcher (Snape and Spencer, 2013, p. 4), there are three further shortcomings that are specific to this research design. First, a majority of the interviewees, both finance providers and seekers, were based in the Western Cape. Therefore, the study cannot claim to include relevant views from a holistic SA perspective.

Second, retailing is a broad field that should be divided into subcategories (Zentes et al., 2012, p. 3), each of which follow different strategies and have different customs, rules and regulations. Hence, a study that is as broad as the one represented here can never claim to explain “the retail industry”. In terms of access to finance, one can assume that, for example, a liquor retailer in a township would face different problems than an electronic retailer in the city centre (e.g., Berger and Udell, 2004, p. 2). Last, not all of the retailers who were interviewed were actually in need of finance. Since it could be argued that small businesses that are in need of finance have different characteristics and views on the accessibility of finance than firms that do not need finance (Cole and Sokolyk, 2016), future studies should include this criterion in their sample.

6.2. Contribution of the study. This study has contributed to knowledge of small businesses, especially small retailers, by broadening the study from mere availability or access, to a better understanding of the roles and perceptions of banks and other finance providers and finance seekers (retailers), from both a supply and a demand perspective. Furthermore, rather than merely adopting the usual quantitative approach, the qualitative study has provided a much richer picture of the problems and barriers, which both the small retailers and the banks and other financial institutions face in trying to arrange finance for this important sector. It has also highlighted specific problems that should be addressed, both within the small retailers and the banks, and has provided specific suggestions to eliminate these barriers. A final contribution has been the identification of the need for cooperation and action from the triumvirate of stakeholders (finance providers, finance seekers and government).

6.3. Recommendations for further research. Since the study has obtained insights into different perspectives from banks and other finance providers and finance seekers, there should be enough information to be able to develop a suitable questionnaire for a quantitative study, which represents a specific retail segment within SA. This questionnaire could, then, be used in different segments to compare individual needs within the industry. Considering a quantitative analysis, based on this exploratory study, the following are empirical propositions for analysis:

- small retailers’ ability to access funding opportunities:
  - depends on their general financial abilities;
  - depends on their ability to build and maintain relationships with the banks, the financial community and suppliers;
  - depends on their attitude to growth; and
  - is influenced by the efficiency of programs that are initiated by governmental agencies.
Conclusion

Although access to finance may not be the only growth obstacle for small retailers in SA, it is certainly a serious one. Access to financing opportunities for South African small retailers is limited – even from the perspective of bank and finance managers. Some of the major reasons are inherent to small retailers, while others are attributed to the banks and other financial institutions and governmental support agencies.

Overall, the findings have shed some interesting light on the accessibility of finance. There are indications that, if banks, other financial institutions and governmental agencies make money more easily available, it may not necessarily result in further growth. In the same vein, the managers of SA small retailers often lack the financial knowledge to make the right business decisions. Hence, since these business entities do not have proper paper trails, many banks regard them as being risky.

In order to overcome the challenges that small retailers face when trying to access available financing opportunities, it seems that a number of measures should be implemented in a common effort by all the relevant stakeholders. These measures include, inter alia, new approaches to pre-qualify retailers during the application process (especially by banks), improved financial education for retailers and the establishment of mentoring programs and strong business angel networks in SA.
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